Marine Prototype Centre
Location and Description

Oceansgate has an ambition to create the UK’s first Marine Prototype Centre within out phase 3 waterside development.

The marine Prototype Centre will add a unique and purpose built facility conceptualising, prototyping and testing the surface and sub-surface vessels and devices of the future. Such facilities are extremely rare and are in high demand. This will be central to Plymouth’s wider Marine Autonomous Systems ‘centre of excellence’ and ‘Alternative Propulsion’ significant capability – a key driver of our Clean Growth initiatives. In additional, this development provides opportunity to create City College’s Institute of Technology autonomous vessel facilities on the water’s edge.

What the offer will be:

- Workshops and some Offices to be let to any organisation on 12-month renewable licenses with short notice period breaks.
- Test facilities and equipment to be hired on an hourly, half day or day rate to any organisation
- Vessel storage to be hired on day rate or as part of workshop licence.

We are still in the design phase of our prototype centre and would welcome businesses input www.oceansgate.com/prototypecentre

Gateway Policy

In order to achieve our vision to bring together marine-based businesses in a prime waterfront location to create a world class hub for marine industries, priority will be given to tenants that can meet the Council’s Gateway Policy for Oceansgate.